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This updated version of the Penguin Russian Course introduces the learner,
through translation extracts, to the culture and life of the modern (post Glasnost)
Soviet Union that was, as well as to the Russian language.
This volume illustrates how language revival movements in Russia and
elsewhere have often followed a specific pattern of literacy bias in the promotion
of a minority’s heritage language, partly neglecting the social and relational
aspects of orality. Using the Vepsian Renaissance as an example, this volume
brings to the surface a literacy-orality dualism new to the discussion around
revival movements. In addition to the more-theoretically oriented scopes, this
book addresses all the actors involved in revival movements including activists,
scholars and policy-makers, and opens a discussion on literacy and orality, and
power and agency in the multiple relational aspects of written and oral practices.
This study addresses issues common to language revival movements worldwide
and will appeal to researchers of linguistic anthropology, sociolinguistics,
education and language policy, and culture studies.
Russian, Book 1: Russian Through Propaganda is the first volume in a new
series of Russian textbooks with a rigorous but rewarding approach to the
language. It assumes no prior knowledge of Russian, and is intended for
ambitious beginners, or more advanced students seeking a highly structured
review of the language. It assumes that its readers are interested in long-term
mastery of the language, within the rich historical, cultural, and literary contexts
that often draw students to Russian in the first place. It therefore takes the time to
explain challenging grammar topics in depth, striving to provide the full picture as
clearly as possible. It is richly illustrated with Soviet-era propaganda posters,
whose slogans serve as examples of each lesson's grammar. It is structured as a
series of 50 daily lessons, which build upon one another and give a clear sense
of progress. It is the equivalent of a semester of intensive college-level study of
Russian. Audio and other resources are available online.
The Routledge Intermediate Russian Reader has been specially designed for
intermediate, upper intermediate and advanced learners of Russian and
comprises a wide range of graded readings. The materials include authentic
extracts from mass media and literature by renowned modern writers such as A.
Slapovsky, E. Grishkovets, A. Starobinets and M. Shishkin. The texts have been
specifically selected to ensure that students receive maximum exposure to topics
relevant to Russian language, history, culture and society, making the Reader an
engaging and stimulating resource with a meaningful cultural context. Each
reading is supported by: a general introduction supportive exercises
consolidating students’ knowledge of frequent grammar and vocabulary
structures from the texts text related comprehension questions and classroom
tasks to help students build up strong and productive spoken and written skills a
vocabulary list with English translation and answer key to the exercises for
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helpful reference lists for further reading, suggested topics for essays and
discussions and internet research tasks to encourage proactive further learning.
Suitable for both class use and independent study, The Routledge Intermediate
Russian Reader is an essential tool for increasing language proficiency,
developing reading skills and enriching learners’ cultural knowledge. Internet
links to the tasks are available at www.routledge.com/9780415678872
Intermediate Russian provides a reference grammar and related exercises in one
volume. Varied texts from Russian sources give an insight into contemporary
Russian society and culture. Features include: * texts and exercises reflecting
contemporary Russian * concise grammar explanations * full exercise key *
detailed index. Intermediate Russian, and its sister volume, Basic Russian, are
ideal both for independent study and use in class. Together the books provide a
compendium of the essentials of Russian grammar.
A course book aimed at students of Russian who have some previous knowledge
of Russian.
ENGLISH VERSION. This grammar workbook is an annex to the textbook In
Russian? With pleasure!, book 2. Each lesson in the grammar workbook
corresponds to a lesson of the textbook & gives a detailed explanation of the
studied topics of grammar, followed by exercises. At the end the keys to
exercises are given, and the tables of studied cases of nouns, adjectives,
personal pronouns and the use of prepositions. This grammar workbook does not
give a total review of the grammar of the Russian language. It covers exclusively
the grammatical material, needed for the study of the topics of book 2 In
Russian? With pleasure!. It exists in an English and French version. The textbook
In Russian? With pleasure! is intended for adults beginning to study Russian
language. Book 2 - the second part of three - is designed for 60-70 hours. Level
Da! A Practical Guide to Russian Grammar is a concise and contemporary combined
reference grammar and workbook for intermediate-level students, and is ideal for use
both in the classroom and for self-study. The book contains clear explanations of the
core areas of Russian grammar. Each point is illustrated with examples of
contemporary language usage showing you how grammar works in practice while at the
same time enhancing your vocabulary and cultural knowledge. Every chapter ends with
a variety of exercises to test your progress and consolidate your understanding. Da! A
Practical Guide to Russian Grammar features: Tables to help you absorb more easily
specific rules of grammar. Level indicators so you can tailor learning to suit your ability
and progress with confidence. In-text icons that identify difficult points of grammar for
you so you know where you need to focus that little bit harder A glossary to aid your
understanding of complex grammatical terms. Exercises at the ends of chapters so you
can test your comprehension Answers to Exercises so you can check your own work.
With free access to online, interactive exercises with audio that give you practice
listening and pronouncing Russian, Da! A Practical Guide to Russian Grammar is one
of the most comprehensive resources for Russian grammar available.
This is the third book of the Russian Step By Step series. The first two are: Reading
Russian Workbook, Total Beginner and Russian Step By Step, Beginner Level 1.
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Russian Step By Step, Low Intermediate Level 2 is the next big step in mastering your
Russian. In this book you will learn about Declension of Russian Adjectives and
Pronouns, Simple Future Tense, verbs of Motion with prefixes, and Verb Aspect.
Russian Step By Step, Low Intermediate Level 2 provides you with a thorough review of
the Case System of nouns and extensive practice of their usage together with
adjectives. Through a variety of exercises Russian Step By Step, Low Intermediate
Level 2 helps you develop all four language skills: comprehension, speaking, reading
and writing. Each lesson starts with a text and a dialogue that covers different topics:
business travel, booking a hotel, transportation, appearance, etc. in the grammar
section you will find a full translation of each lesson together with an explanation of
grammar that is presented in the lesson. 8 hour MP3 audio CD recorded by native
speakers empowers you to learn new words and sentences fast and teaches you
authentic pronunciation. The book has a companion website: russianstepbystep.com
with FREE audio component, grammar charts, vocabulary sheets and other resources.
This is the second in a serious of books of short stories designed for intermediate
students who study the Russian language. This book covers various topics of everyday
life in modern Russia. It follows the life of a family residing in Moscow, and describes
their activities, thus offering the readers vocabulary and grammar that can be used in
multiple day-to-day situations. Each chapter in this book describes a particular common
occasion, such as inviting and entertaining guests; home cooking (with a real recipe of
a delicious chicken broth); shopping for gifts, souvenirs, and furniture; buying a new
apartment and a car; visiting the zoo; visiting the countryside and much more. Many
verbs of motion are used in this book, and the last two stories specifically focus on
prefixed verbs of motion and have exercises that allow the readers to assess their
knowledge and understanding of the verbs of motion. This is not a dual language book,
because its grammar is relatively simple, but after each story there is a broad list of
vocabulary with new words and expressions. The verbs in the stories are in the past,
present and future tenses. Each story is followed by ten questions that encourage the
readers to develop their conversational skills.
This workbook contains drills and exercises to perfect your understanding and
application of Russian motion verbs. A quick overview and primer of the main Russian
motion verbs is followed by systematic drills that optimize the understanding of each
motion verb in particular. After drills on each cluster of motion verbs are complete, the
book offers a self test, which mixes various words, thus evaluating the student's
understanding. This book is an indispensable resource that will provide practice for
anyone wanting to master Russian motion verbs. Good as a standalone guide or in
conjunction with a textbook. Answer keys to all exercises are included.
Russian Verbs of Motion Workbook Part 1 is the first book in this series and presents
an introduction to the verbs of motion - it covers seven pairs of non-prefixed verbs of
motion: to go by foot, to go by transportation, to fly, to run, to swim, to drive, to carry by
an animate object. This Workbook has lots of activities that use these verbs in a
realistic context. Each pair of verbs is thoroughly explained. Answer keys are given at
the back of the Workbook.
This book explores the puzzling phenomenon of new veiling practices among lower
middle class women in Cairo, Egypt. Although these women are part of a modernizing
middle class, they also voluntarily adopt a traditional symbol of female subordination.
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How can this paradox be explained? An explanation emerges which reconceptualizes
what appears to be reactionary behavior as a new style of political struggle--as
accommodating protest. These women, most of them clerical workers in the large
government bureaucracy, are ambivalent about working outside the home, considering
it a change which brings new burdens as well as some important benefits. At the same
time they realize that leaving home and family is creating an intolerable situation of the
erosion of their social status and the loss of their traditional identity. The new veiling
expresses women's protest against this. MacLeod argues that the symbolism of the
new veiling emerges from this tense subcultural dilemma, involving elements of both
resistance and acquiescence.
Russian-English Bilingual Visual Dictionary of DK's bestselling series makes language
learning accessible by using photographs to put the everyday vocabulary of the modern
world into context. A thematic organization of more than 10,000 fully illustrated terms
labeled in both Russian and English and comprehensive two-way indexes put the
perfect translation at your fingertips. Additional feature panels include abstract nouns
and verbs, as well as useful phrases that you can use in conversation once you are
feeling more confident. Russian-English Bilingual Visual Dictionary is a colorful and
stimulating learning resource ideal for all levels, whether you are a student, teacher,
tourist, or business traveler. Now fully updated with new text, images, and a bold new
look.
Russian Cases Made Simple is a practical guide designed to help Russian language learners
to master one of the most complicated subjects of Russian language - grammatical cases.
Written by a native speaker for those who want to learn Russian, this book contains
explanations of each grammatical case and all ways of use. The teaching material is practically
oriented - all instructions and explanations are followed by many examples. This book can be
helpful to any learner of Russian language, for a beginner and an advanced level, for a
student, amateur, a polyglot. Grammatical cases are usually the most difficult part of Russian
language learning, and this book was written to help you to master them. Do you want to
understand Russian cases? was it your biggest struggle in learning Russian? Do you want to
improve your vocabulary? Then this is the book you need to read. For using this book you
should know the basic grammar of Russian language. What's inside this book? Instructions on
declensions of nouns, pronouns, adjectives, participles and numerals by cases; Descriptions of
each case; A lot of examples; Exercises; Additional Russian cases which you probably didn't
hear about.
Become a Russian verb virtuoso! The Big Silver Book of Russian Verbs is the most
comprehensive resource available for learning and mastering Russian verbs. Designed for
beginning through advanced learners, this indispensable guide will help you conjugate verbs
with ease, enabling you to communicate in Russian confidently. Inside you will find: 555 fully
conjugated verbs, listed alphabetically Current idioms and expressions for each verb The Top
50 verbs, with many examples of their usage in context More than 4,200 verbs crossreferenced to conjugation models A handy guide to deciphering irregular verb forms
All the basics of Russian—fast and easy! The Everything Essential Russian Book is perfect for a
quick introduction to learning the Russian language. Whether you are planning a vacation or
adding a valuable second language to your resume, this portable guide covers the most
important basics, including how to: *Recognize and read Cyrillic letters *Pronounce Russian
words like a native *Ask and answer everyday questions *Ask for directions, order dinner, or
conduct business *Hold your own in a conversation With The Everything Essential Russian
Book, you will see how exciting learning Russian can be!
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Russian a self-teaching guide Learn Russian at your own pace How do Russian letters differ
from English letters? How do you choose the correct form of specific verbs? What are some
useful, everyday Russian words? With Russian: A Self-Teaching Guide, you'll discover the
answers to these questions and many more about this challenging language. This thorough
primer presents an easy-to-follow, proven method for grasping the basics of Russian, complete
with helpful tips on writing and pronouncing Cyrillic characters and building your Russian
vocabulary. You get lively dialogues and reading exercises, concise lessons on grammar and
usage, notes on Russian culture, and a compact Russian-English glossary. The clearly
structured format of Russian makes it fully accessible, providing an easily understood,
comprehensive overview for everyone from students to business and leisure travelers to
Russian culture mavens. Like all Self-Teaching Guides, Russian allows you to build gradually
on what you have learned--at your own pace. Questions and self-tests reinforce the
information in each chapter and allow you to skip ahead or focus on specific areas of concern.
Packed with useful, up-to-date information, this clear, concise volume is a valuable learning
tool and reference source for anyone who wants to improve his or her understanding of basic
Russian.
Whether you're planning a trip to Russia or adding a second language to your resume, this
book will help you to: recognize and read Cyrillic letters; pronounce Russian words like a
native; ask for directions, order dinner, and conduct business; and hold your own in a
conversation. Includes step-by-step lessons in vocabulary, grammar, and conversation.
Learning Russian is an exciting challenge-even saying "hello" "goodbye" seems daunting!
Whether you're planning a trip to Russia or adding a valuable second language to your
resume, this book is just what you need. Julia Stakhnevich, a native Russian speaker, will help
you to: Recognize and read Cyrillic letters Pronounce Russian words like a native Ask for
directions, order dinner, and conduct business Hold your own in a conversation Also, this
eBook is enhanced with audio icons throughout which allow you to hear correct pronunciation
or participate in various exercises so you can perfect your Russian pronunciation and
understanding with ease! Inside, you'll also find step-by-step lessons in vocabulary, grammar,
and conversation. With The Everything Learning Russian Book (Enhanced Edition), you'll see
how much fun learning Russian can be!
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Textbook too pricey?
Fortunately, there's Schaum's. This all-in-one-package includes more than 220 practice
exercises to sharpen your grammar skills. You'll find everything you need to build confidence,
skills, and knowledge for the highest score possible. More than 40 million students have
trusted Schaum's to help them study faster, learn better, and get top grades. Now Schaum's is
better than ever-with a new look, a new format with hundreds of practice problems, and
completely updated information to conform to the latest developments in every field of study.
Schaum’s Outline of Russian Grammar, Third Edition features: • Grammatical expressions
used by native Russian speakers today • A complete review of grammar rules • An accessible
format for quick and easy review • Hundreds of example sentences, and more • Access to
revised Schaums.com website

Have you tried to learn Russian and failed? Don't like feeling overwhelmed when
learning grammar and vocabulary? Want a course that will NOT jump to the next
point before you could digest the first one? This book is for you! Enjoy the bite
size pieces of information that is well structured and with all grammar simplified.
Get the benefit of "getting it!" while learning all the core grammar, essential
vocabulary and simple conversation. Listen to over 6 hours of natural audio
recorded by native speakers and hear what Russian sounds like in real life! After
finishing this book you will have solid knowledge of: - Russian Noun Case
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System, - Verb conjugations, - Present/Past/Future Tenses, etc. You will be able
to: - Talk about yourself, - Order in a restaurant, - Navigate daily life, etc. The
book is full of drawings and charts that make the learning process fun and easy
to follow. The AUDIO component (you can download for FREE from
russianstepbystep.com, all the instructions for download are printed inside the
book) is included. The FREE AUDIO helps you: - Memorize new vocabulary, Understand the language as it is commonly spoken, - Develop listening and
comprehension of the real Russian language, - Review and retain the previous
material. This book has 14 reading/pronunciation pre-course exercises and 21
lessons in the Main Course. It has over 6 hours of audio, an English/Russian and
Russian/English dictionary, grammar tables, answer keys, Audio script for all the
Audio tracks and additional free materials after you register your book on the
website. Beginner Level 1 is the second step in the 'Russian Step By Step' series
has 21 lessons and comes after Reading Russian Workbook. Russian Step By
Step Beginner, Level 1 is designed for beginners who have already been
introduced to Russian and have some grasp on reading Russian. It can be used
with or without a teacher. If you are a total Beginner and cannot read Russian
please start with Russian Step by Step Reading Russian book. You can learn
more about this series on our site: russianstepbystep.com
Fluency in any language begins with mastery of its verbs, and Barron's 501 Verb
books are the world's top verb reference guides. 501 Russian Verbs presents:
The most commonly used verbs in the featured language Full conjugations in an
easy-to-read chart format Helpful expressions and idioms for travelers Hundreds
of example sentences demonstrating verb usage The most commonly used 501
Russian verbs are arranged alphabetically in a table format, one verb per page
with English pronunciation and translation. Verbs are fully conjugated and
presented in all forms. The book's additional features include common idioms
with example sentences to demonstrate verb usage and a grammar review.
Designed for students with a basic knowledge of Russian, this book provides an
accessible reference grammar and related exercises in a single volume. Across
more than forty grammar topics it introduces the student to Russian people and
culture through the medium of the language used today, covering the core
material which the student would expect to encounter in their first year of learning
Russian. Complete with a full key to exercises and glossary, Basic Russian is a
user-friendly reference grammar suitable for both independent study and class
use.
This handbook is devoted entirely to Russian motion verbs, a notoriously
complex and difficult area of grammar for English-speaking students. William J.
Mahota provides a thorough treatment of verb forms for students in the second
and third years of Russian language study, integrating text and workbook
exercises in each chapter of the book.
Colloquial Russian 2 is the ideal way to refresh your knowledge of the language
and to extend your skills. Colloquial Russian 2 is designed to help those involved
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in self-study. Structured to give you the opportunity to listen to and read lots of
modern, everyday Russian, it has also been developed to work systematically on
reinforcing and extending your grasp of Russian grammar and vocabulary. Key
features of Colloquial Russian 2 include: revision material to help consolidate and
build up your basics; a wide range of authentic contemporary documents; lots of
spoken and written exercises in each unit; highlighted key structures and
phrases, a grammar reference and detailed answer keys; Audio material to
accompany the course is available to download free in MP3 format from
www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials. Recorded by native speakers, the audio
material features the dialogues and texts from the book and will help develop
your listening and pronunciation skills.
Illustrated Russian Grammar: Covers all the key points of elementary Russian
grammar. Infographics and illustrations in the book produce visually engaging
explanations. Practice exercises. Comprehensive table of regular and irregular
Russian verbs. Can be used for self-study or as a supplement to any textbook.
This book provides an in-depth, structured learning guide to the vocabulary of
Russian.
This brief book presents students of all levels with a systematic introduction to the
peculiarities of the Russian verb. The goal is to help students "automatically" use
Russian verbs correctly through numerous exercises. Explanations are given in English
with Russian equivalents presented at the same time to offer students a precise
understanding of aspects of the Russian verb. Different types of exercises give
students an opportunity to practice their skills. Review exercises are presented at the
end of each chapter and require that students understand the material and be able to
apply it. ASPECTS OF THE RUSSIAN VERB prepares students for mastering
grammatical categories such as participles, adverbial verbs, and verbs of motion.
Through the poetry of nineteenth- and twentieth-century Russian authors, including
Pushkin and Akhmatova, Poetry Reader for Russian Learners helps upper-beginner,
intermediate, and advanced Russian students refine their language skills. Poems are
coded by level of difficulty. The text facilitates students' interaction with authentic texts,
assisted by a complete set of learning tools, including biographical sketches of each
poet, stress marks, annotations, exercises, questions for discussion, and a glossary. An
ancillary Web site contains audio files for all poems.
Rodnaya rech' with website, an introductory textbook for heritage learners, addresses
the unique needs of students who have at least intermediate-level listening and
speaking skills on the ACTFL scale but who have underdeveloped or nonexistent
literacy skills. With an emphasis on conceptual understanding of vocabulary and
grammar, Rodnaya rech' ......
Russian Step By Step, Intermediate Level 3 is one more step in mastering your
Russian. In this book you will learn about Declension of Russian Adjectives and
Pronouns in Plural, Cardinal numbers and their conjugation, Collective numbers,
Adverbial Participle, Conjugation of All, Man vs. People and many more complex
grammar points. Russian Step By Step Intermediate Level 3 provides you with a step
by step understanding and practice of the conjugation system for the plurals and indepth use of pronouns, adjectives and numbers. The book has a companion website:
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russianstepbystep.com with FREE audio component, grammar charts, vocabulary
sheets and other resources.
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